NEW INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC TRACTOR

QUIET, ELECTRIC POWER
FOR
• MAINTENANCE • GROUNDS CARE • TOWING

MAINTENANCE
Welding—easily handles emergency jobs in remote locations.
Hauling—300 lb. load in 2 wheel cart 5-5 hours @ 3-4 mph.
Mobile Power Supply—220 AH available through unique power take off receptacles to operate DC motors for grinding etc.

GROUNDS CARE
Mowing (On one charge)
60-inch 3 gang reel mower  3 to 5 acres
42-inch rotary mower    2.5 to 3.5 acres
Snow Removal
Snow Thrower (0-30°F) 42" Single Stage
- Up to 10,000 sq. ft. (7" snow of average density)
Snow Plowing — 48" V or angle blade available
Portable Power Tools
Power drill, hedge trimmer,
lawn edger, cultivator  15 to 20 hrs
Chain saw             4 to 6 hrs.

TOWING
Up to 900 pound continuous drawbar loading. Has pulled loads up to a 25 ton locomotive.

PLUS... ACCESSORIES FOR MANY JOBS
A wide variety of standard tractor accessories are available. All tractor attachments can be installed in minutes, removed in seconds. In addition, many 36-volt tools are available which simply plug into the tractor for instant power.
SPECIFICATIONS  MODEL I-5

Overall length 26”  Tread 28”
Overall height 42”  Wheel base 39 1/2”
Overall width 36”  Outside turning radius 97”

Weight (with batteries) 960 lbs.
Draw Bar Pull (continuous motor rating in lowest gear) 900 lbs.

Power Pack
- 6 six-volt, heavy duty, lead acid battery propulsion modules.
- Power pack rating - 220 Amp Hrs. @ 20 hr. rate

Charger
- Built-in - requires 110-volt, 15-amp single-phase-standard grounded outlet
- Major recharge (80%) Approx. 5 hours*
- 65% recharge Approx. 3 1/2 hours
- 40% recharge Approx. 2 hours

*Charger runs longer for full battery equalization.

Speed Range - Variable speed up to 9 mph.

FEATURES
- The Industrial Electric Tractor is quiet, rugged, powerful, safe and economical in a variety of commercial/industrial applications.
- Foot pedal speed control for both forward and reverse.
- Pushbutton cruise control holds the tractor at the most efficient speed.
- Driver seat safety interlock removes power when driver leaves seat. No accidental restarting.
- Very low center of gravity.
- “Human engineered” driver seating, control accessibility.
- Full brake pressure disconnects electrical power.

WARRANTY
In addition to a 3-month guarantee against defects on all tractor parts, the Industrial Electric Tractor features a 6-month battery guarantee.